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Charged-particle distributions in \( pp \) interactions at \( \sqrt{s} = 8 \text{ TeV} \)
measured with the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This paper presents measurements of distributions of charged particles which are produced in proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of \( \sqrt{s} = 8 \text{ TeV} \) and recorded by the ATLAS detector at the LHC. A special dataset recorded in 2012 with a small number of interactions per beam crossing (below 0.004) and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 160\( \mu \text{b}^{-1} \) was used. A minimum-bias trigger was utilised to select a data sample of more than 9 million collision events. The multiplicity, pseudorapidity, and transverse momentum distributions of charged particles are shown in different regions of kinematics and charged-particle multiplicity, including measurements of final states at high multiplicity. The results are corrected for detector effects and are compared to the predictions of various Monte Carlo event generator models which simulate the full hadronic final state.
1. Introduction

Measurements of charged-particle spectra probe strong interactions at low momentum transfers. Such measurements have been made in lower-energy $e^+e^−$, $ep$ and hadron collisions [1–11] and at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [12–23]. This paper presents measurements of multiplicity distributions, as well as transverse momentum and pseudorapidity spectra, for primary charged particles produced in $pp$ collisions recorded by the ATLAS experiment [24] at the LHC at 8 TeV centre-of-mass energy.

Although a description of low-energy processes within a perturbative framework is not possible, predictions can be made with phenomenological models inspired by quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Data are used to constrain such models and gain further insight into the particle dynamics of the low transverse momentum regime. Furthermore, low-$p_T$ processes, arising from pile-up in which there is more than one interaction per beam crossing, may also affect the topologies of events involving an interaction with a high $p_T$ scale. An understanding of soft QCD processes is therefore important both in its own right and as a means of reducing systematic uncertainties in measurements of high-$p_T$ phenomena.

The measurements presented in this paper use a methodology similar to that used at lower centre-of-mass energies at ATLAS [18]. Events were selected from data taken in 2012 with a trigger overlapping with the acceptance of the tracking volume. This corresponds to a minimum-bias dataset based on inelastic $pp$ interactions. The term minimum bias is taken to refer to trigger and event selections which are as unrestricted as possible for the $pp$-induced final states. The integrated luminosity of the data sample under study is 160 µb$^{-1}$. Owing to improvements in understanding the material inside and around the ATLAS inner detector (ID), the uncertainties in the measured spectra are reduced by as much as 30–50% compared to the analogous measurements at 7 TeV centre-of-mass energy [18].

The following distributions are measured:

$$1/N_{ev} \cdot dN_{ch}/d\eta, \quad 1/(2\pi p_T N_{ev}) \cdot d^2N_{ch}/(d\eta \, dp_T), \quad 1/N_{ev} \cdot dN_{ev}/dn_{ch}, \quad \text{and} \quad \langle p_T \rangle \text{ vs } n_{ch}.$$  

Here, $\eta$ is the particle’s pseudorapidity,$^1$ $p_T$ is the component of the charged-particle momentum which is transverse to the beam direction,$^2$ $n_{ch}$ is the number of primary charged particles in an event, $N_{ev}$ is the event yield for a given event selection, and $N_{ch}$ is the total number of primary charged particles in all selected events in the data sample. A primary charged particle is defined as a charged particle with a mean lifetime $\tau > 300$ ps, which is either directly produced in $pp$ interactions or from decays of directly produced particles with $\tau < 30$ ps; particles produced from decays of particles with $\tau > 30$ ps are considered as secondary particles and are thus excluded. Primary charged particles are furthermore required to satisfy the kinematic selection criteria of $|\eta| < 2.5$ and either $p_T > 100$ MeV or 500 MeV.

In order to make a more complete study of particle properties in minimum-bias events, results are given for different multiplicity and kinematic selections (termed phase spaces). The most inclusive phase spaces correspond to events with a minimum multiplicity $n_{ch} \geq 2$ or 1 and contain primary charged particles.

---

$^1$ ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates $(r, \phi)$ are used in the transverse plane, $\phi$ being the azimuthal angle around the z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle $\theta$ as $\eta = -\ln\tan(\theta/2)$. Angular distance is measured in units of $\Delta R = \sqrt{(\Delta\eta)^2 + (\Delta\phi)^2}$.

$^2$ The factor $2\pi p_T$ in the $p_T$ spectrum comes from the Lorentz-invariant definition of the cross-section in terms of $d^3p$. The results could thus be interpreted as the massless approximation to $d^3p$. 

---
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possessing a minimum transverse momentum \( p_T > 100 \text{ MeV} \) or 500 MeV, respectively. Primary-charged-particle spectra are also shown for higher-multiplicity events \( (p_T > 500 \text{ MeV}, \ n_{\text{ch}} \geq 6, 20 \text{ and } 50) \) of which the latter two event types have hitherto not been measured by ATLAS. Finally, the average primary-charged-particle densities at central pseudorapidity are compared to existing measurements at different centre-of-mass energies.

2. ATLAS detector

The ATLAS detector covers almost the whole solid angle around the collision point with layers of tracking detectors, calorimeters and muon chambers. The tracking modules and the trigger system are of most relevance for the presented measurements.

The inner detector has full coverage in \( \phi \) and covers the pseudorapidity range \(|\eta| < 2.5\). It comprises a silicon pixel detector (Pixel), a silicon microstrip detector (SCT) and a transition radiation tracker (TRT). These detectors cover a sensitive radial distance from the interaction point of 50.5–150 mm, 299–560 mm and 563–1066 mm, respectively, and are immersed in a 2 T axial magnetic field provided by a solenoid. The inner-detector barrel (end-cap) parts consist of 3 \((2 \times 3)\) Pixel layers, 4 \((2 \times 9)\) double-layers of single-sided silicon microstrips with a 40 mrad stereo angle, and 73 \((2 \times 160)\) layers of TRT straws. Typical position resolutions are 10, 17 and 130 \(\mu\text{m}\) for the \(r-\phi\) co-ordinate and, in the case of the Pixel and SCT, 115 and 580 \(\mu\text{m}\) for the second measured co-ordinate. A track from a primary charged particle traversing the barrel detector would typically have 11 silicon hits \(^3\) (3 pixel clusters and 8 strip clusters) and more than 30 TRT straw hits.

The ATLAS detector has a three-level trigger system: Level 1 (L1), Level 2 (L2) and Event Filter (EF). For the presented measurements, the trigger relies on the L1 signals from the minimum-bias trigger scintillators (MBTS). The MBTS are positioned at each end of the detector in front of the liquid-argon end-cap calorimeter cryostats at \( z = \pm 3.56 \text{ m} \). They are segmented into eight sectors in azimuth and two rings in pseudorapidity and cover the range \( 2.08 < |\eta| < 3.75 \). The MBTS triggers are configured to require at least one or two hits above threshold from either side of the detector.\(^4\)

3. Monte Carlo simulation

The following Monte Carlo (MC) models of inclusive hadron–hadron interactions were used to generate event samples. These models employ different settings of model parameters (referred to as tunes) which were optimised to reproduce existing experimental data.

- \textsc{Pythia} 8 [25] and \textsc{Pythia} 6 [26]. In these models, the total inelastic cross-section is separated into non-diffractive (ND) processes, dominated by \( t\)-channel gluon exchange, and diffractive processes where a colour-singlet object is exchanged. Multiple parton–parton interactions (MPI) contribute to multiplicity fluctuations and are simulated as part of the ND processes. The diffractive processes consist of single-diffractive dissociation (SD) and double-diffractive dissociation (DD). \textsc{Pythia} 8

\(^3\) A hit is a measurement point in a sensitive detector element which can be assigned to a reconstructed track.
\(^4\) In order to keep the readout rates from the MBTS trigger streams approximately constant during the run in which the data were collected, pre-scale factors that evolved during the run were applied for each trigger. Therefore, a combination of both L1 MBTS triggers was used to maximise the data yield and reduce statistical uncertainties.
is used with the A2 [27] and Monash [28] tunes. The A2 tune was performed on minimum-bias and underlying-event data, utilising the MSTW2008 LO [29] parton distribution function (PDF). The Monash tune was made using a re-analysis of fragmentation-sensitive measurements with $e^+e^-$ collisions, combined with minimum-bias and underlying-event tuning for hadron–hadron data, utilising the NNPDF23LO PDF. Pythia 6 employs the AMBT2B [30] tune with the CTEQ6L1 [31] PDF. The AMBT2B tune was evaluated using jet and minimum-bias data.

- Epos [32]. This model implements a parton-based Gribov–Regge theory [33], which is an effective QCD-inspired field theory describing hard and soft scattering simultaneously. Epos has been primarily designed for Pb+Pb interactions and cosmic air showers. The LHC tune [34] is used here, which modifies the modelling of radial flow to be more applicable for small-volume, high-density regions, as are found in $pp$ interactions.

- QgsJet-II [35] using the default tune. This model provides a phenomenological treatment of hadronic and nuclear interactions within a Reggeon field theory framework, and includes soft and semi-hard parton processes within the “semi-hard pomeron” approach. QgsJet-II was also developed for the simulation of cosmic rays. QgsJet-II and Epos calculations do not rely on the standard PDFs as used in the Pythia generators.

The Pythia 8 A2, Pythia 6 AMBT2B and Epos LHC models were used to generate event samples which were processed by the Geant4-based [36] ATLAS simulation framework [37]. The simulation also takes into account inactive and inefficient regions of the ATLAS detector. The resulting datasets were used to derive corrections for detector effects and to evaluate systematic uncertainties.

Comparisons to the data corrected to particle level are made with generated events using the Pythia 8 A2 and Monash tunes, the Epos LHC tune, and the default QgsJet-II tune. These comparisons are shown in Section 10.

4. Event selection

A dedicated LHC $pp$ run was used for which the average number of $pp$ interactions per bunch crossing, $\langle \mu \rangle$, was low (0.0028 < $\mu$ < 0.004). The maximum instantaneous luminosity was approximately $1.8 \times 10^{28}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. Events were selected for which all subcomponents of the ID were operational and the solenoid magnet was on. Only events from colliding proton bunches in which the MBTS trigger recorded one or more modules above threshold on either side were considered. The MBTS trigger efficiency is described in detail in Section 7.1.

The following event selection criteria were applied:

- A primary vertex with at least two associated tracks constrained to the luminous $z$-region of the measured beam position (termed beam spot) was required. The tracks were required to possess $p_T > 100$ MeV and their transverse distance of closest approach to the beam spot ($d_{BS}^{0}$) was restricted such that $|d_{BS}^{0}| < 4$ mm.

- Events were rejected if they had at least one additional vertex with four or more associated tracks. Following this selection, the estimated fraction of remaining pile-up events with more than one $pp$ interaction, based on $\langle \mu \rangle$, was about 0.002 %. Events containing additional vertices with less than four tracks are dominated by split vertices, where the vertex reconstruction algorithm wrongly
reconstructs two vertices from tracks which actually originate from a single vertex \[38\], and by secondary interactions being reconstructed as another primary vertex. The fraction of events with split vertices or secondary interactions which are rejected by this criterion was estimated from simulation to be 0.01 %, which is negligible and therefore ignored.

- Depending on the phase space under study, additional selections were made on track multiplicity given the required minimum transverse momentum possessed by a track. A minimum number of selected tracks \(n_{\text{sel}} \geq 2\) with transverse momentum \(p_T > 100\) MeV, or \(n_{\text{sel}} \geq 1\) with \(p_T > 500\) MeV, which satisfy the constraints given in Section 5, was required.

Following the application of the above selections, the event yield is \(9.2 \times 10^6\) for the most inclusive phase space at \(n_{\text{sel}} \geq 2\) and \(p_T > 100\) MeV. The phase space with the lowest number of events (~ \(6.4 \times 10^4\)) corresponds to \(n_{\text{sel}} \geq 50\) and \(p_T > 500\) MeV.

5. Track reconstruction and selection

Tracks were reconstructed using two approaches as in previous studies at \(\sqrt{s} = 7\) TeV \[18\]. Firstly, an inside-out algorithm, starting the pattern recognition from clusters in the Pixel detector, was employed. An additional algorithm with relaxed requirements on the number of silicon hits was employed to reconstruct low-momentum tracks from hits which were unused in the first approach. This latter method increases the overall efficiency of finding low-\(p_T\) tracks (mostly \(100 < p_T < 400\) MeV) by up to a factor of two.

To ensure that well-reconstructed tracks were used at this step, the pseudorapidity and transverse momentum must satisfy \(|\eta| < 2.5\) and \(p_T > 100\) MeV. A number of further quality criteria were also applied.

The track must have at least one hit in the pixel detector. A hit in the innermost layer of the pixel detector was required should the extrapolated track have passed through an active region in that layer. At least two, four or six SCT hits are required to be associated with a track for \(100 < p_T \leq 200\) MeV, \(200 < p_T \leq 300\) MeV, or \(p_T > 300\) MeV, respectively. The SCT hit requirements are relaxed in the event of a track trajectory passing through inactive SCT modules. The probability of the track hypothesis being correct, estimated using the track fit \(\chi^2\) and \(n_{\text{dof}}\), was required to be greater than 0.01 for \(p_T > 10\) GeV in order to remove tracks with a mis-measured high \(p_T\) due to interactions with the material or combinatorial fake high-\(p_T\) tracks. The distance of closest approach in the transverse \((d_{PV}^0)\) and the longitudinal plane \((d_{PV}^0 \cdot \sin\theta)\) was also required to be less than 1.5 mm with respect to the primary vertex. These constraints reduce the total fraction of non-primary tracks in the data from around 6 % to 2 % (see Section 6). The average efficiency to reconstruct a track above \(p_T > 100\) MeV is approximately 70 %. The efficiency of the two impact parameter requirements is around 94 %, i.e. applied together they remove approximately 6 % of all tracks that would pass the other track selection criteria.

Figure 1(a) shows the normalised distribution of all selected tracks as a function of pseudorapidity in the most inclusive phase space. The models reproduce the data well with discrepancies in \(\eta\) at a level of up to 3 %, which stem from the imperfect description of the \(p_T\) spectra (Figure 1(b)) by the models, where discrepancies of up to ~ 30 % are visible. Figure 2 shows the normalised distribution of the fraction of all selected events as a function of track multiplicity per event.

The distributions of the average number of hits per reconstructed track in data and MC simulation as a function of pseudorapidity are shown in Figure 10 in Appendix A, using events selected for the most inclusive phase space.
Figure 1: Distribution of the fraction of selected tracks as a function of (a) pseudorapidity, \( \eta \), and (b) transverse momentum, \( p_T \). The predictions of MC models following detector simulation are compared to the data. Bin entries are scaled by the inverse bin width and the resulting distributions are normalised to unity.

6. Backgrounds

Background events and tracks can arise from a number of sources, which are described by order of importance.

Corrections were made to the charged-particle spectra to remove the contribution of charged non-primary particles, i.e. those not originating from the \( pp \) collision. Non-primary particles are mainly due to hadronic interactions, photon conversions and weak decays. MC simulations of the shape of the \( d_{0}^{PV} \) distributions were used to quantify the fractions of primaries, non-primaries from electrons and other non-primaries which satisfy the track quality criteria. Using the same method as in Ref. [18], fits were made to the data using \( d_{0}^{PV} \) distribution templates, taken from the MC simulation, to assess the fractions of the different classes of charged particles. The fitted impact parameter distributions are shown in Figure 11 in Appendix B. The total non-primary fraction was about 3 % in the \( 100 < p_T < 150 \text{ MeV} \) range and about 2 % at higher \( p_T \) values. The relative contribution of electrons (including those from rare Dalitz decays) to this fraction was about 35 % at \( p_T < 150 \text{ MeV} \) and dropped below 15 % with rising \( p_T \). Systematic uncertainties due to aspects of the template fitting method as well as the choice of MC models were added in quadrature.

In contrast to previous measurements at lower energies [14, 18], and in line with the 13 TeV measurement [23], charged particles with a mean lifetime \( 30 < \tau < 300 \text{ ps} \) (mostly charged strange baryons)
Figure 2: The fraction of selected events as a function of the track multiplicity \( n_{\text{sel}} \) per event. The predictions of MC models following detector simulation are compared to the data. Bin entries are scaled by the inverse bin width and the resulting distributions are normalised to unity.

are considered to be non-stable. The reconstruction efficiency of these short-lived particles and their decay products is strongly momentum-dependent and close to zero for most particles within the measured kinematic range. However, the predicted fraction of the total generated particles associated with charged strange baryons varies with \( p_T \) as well as between MC models. For example, the fractions predicted by \textsc{Pythia} 8 A2 and \textsc{Epos LHC} are 5\% and 13\%, respectively for \( p_T \sim 5 \) GeV. To lower the model dependence on the overall track reconstruction efficiency, the contribution of such particles to the distributions under study was excluded from the measurement definition. The residual small contamination of reconstructed tracks, which is less than 0.01\% in \( \eta \) and up to 5\% at high transverse momentum (30 < \( p_T \) < 50 GeV), was estimated from simulation using \textsc{Epos LHC} and subtracted, and a systematic uncertainty was assigned following comparisons of the predictions of different MC models.

Fake tracks are reconstructed either due to detector noise or shared hits from more than one charged particle. These were estimated in simulation to be less than 0.1\% of all tracks.

Beam-induced background, i.e. beam–gas interactions and scattering from up-stream collimators, was estimated using unpaired bunches. Beam-induced backgrounds as well as pile-up contamination were reduced to a negligible level by the track-level and event-level criteria described in Sections 4 and 5. The cosmic–ray background was found to be negligible using the techniques in Ref. [18].
7. Selection efficiencies

In order to obtain inclusive spectra for primary charged particles, the data are corrected from detector level to particle level, using corrections which account for inefficiencies due to trigger selection, vertex and track reconstruction. The methods used to obtain these efficiencies and their systematic uncertainties are described in the following sections.

7.1. Trigger efficiency

The trigger efficiency, \( \varepsilon_{\text{trig}} \), was measured from a data sample selected using a random control trigger in coincidence with colliding bunches with a minimum requirement of two Pixel and three SCT measurements. For this efficiency, the requirement of a reconstructed primary vertex was removed from the selection of events to account for possible correlations between the trigger and vertex reconstruction efficiencies. The trigger efficiency was therefore parameterised as a function of \( n_{\text{BS sel}} \), which is defined as the number of tracks in an event that satisfy all track quality criteria; however, instead of the nominal requirements for the impact parameters \( d_0^{\text{PV}} \) and \( z_0^{\text{PV}} \), only a constraint on the transverse impact parameter with respect to the beam spot, \( |d_0^{\text{BS}}| < 1.8 \text{ mm} \), was applied in order to minimise correlations between the trigger and vertex efficiency corrections.

The trigger efficiency was calculated as the ratio of events triggered by the control trigger, in which the MBTS trigger also accepted the event, to the total number of triggered events in the control sample. It was determined separately for the trigger requirement in which the signal in at least one or two of the MBTS modules was above threshold. In order to maximise the recorded data yield, both triggers were combined such that either of the two triggers was required to trigger the event, in which case the corresponding trigger efficiency was applied; this was done due to pre-scale factors that evolved differently for each trigger during the run. The result for the trigger requirement in which the signal in at least one of the MBTS modules was above threshold is presented in Figure 3(a) as a function of \( n_{\text{BS sel}} \) for the most inclusive phase space. In the \( p_T > 500 \text{ MeV} \) phase space, the efficiency was measured to be above 98 % for \( n_{\text{BS sel}} = 1 \) and it rises more rapidly to 100 % at higher track multiplicities than in the most inclusive phase space. The efficiency for the trigger requirement in which a signal above threshold was required in at least two of the MBTS modules is lower by about 4 % for the \( (n_{\text{BS sel}} = 2, p_T > 100 \text{ MeV}) \) event category, and about 2 % lower for events with \( n_{\text{BS sel}} = 1 \) and \( p_T > 500 \text{ MeV} \). It rises more slowly to 100 % as a function of \( n_{\text{BS sel}} \) for both \( p_T \) requirements. These additional results are shown in Figure 12 in Appendix C.

The trigger requirement was found to introduce no observable bias in the \( p_T \) and \( \eta \) distributions of selected tracks beyond the statistical uncertainties of the data recorded with the control trigger. The systematic uncertainties shown in Figure 3(a) due to beam-induced background and tracks from secondary particles were estimated from differences in the trigger efficiency by varying the impact parameter requirements in the track selection. The total systematic uncertainty on the trigger efficiency in the \( n_{\text{BS sel}} \geq 2, p_T \geq 100 \text{ MeV} \) phase space was 0.7 % for \( n_{\text{BS sel}} = 2 \), decreasing rapidly at higher track multiplicities. This uncertainty is very small compared to those from other sources.

7.2. Vertex reconstruction efficiency

The vertex reconstruction efficiency, \( \varepsilon_{\text{vtx}} \), was determined for data and MC simulation from the ratio of selected events which satisfy the trigger requirement and contain a reconstructed vertex to the total num-
number of triggered events. The expected contribution from beam-induced background events is estimated using the same method as described in Ref. [18] and subtracted before measuring the efficiency. The vertex reconstruction efficiency was parameterised as a function of $n_{\text{BS}}$, using the same track quality criteria with modified impact parameter constraints as for the trigger efficiency.

![Graphs showing efficiency as a function of $n_{\text{BS}}$](image)

Figure 3: Selection efficiencies for 8 TeV data in the most inclusive measured phase space with transverse momentum $p_T > 100$ MeV: (a) The L1_MBTS_1 trigger efficiency as a function of the number of selected tracks, $n_{\text{BS}}$. L1_MBTS_1 is the requirement that in at least one module of the minimum-bias trigger scintillators a signal above threshold was registered. (b) The vertex reconstruction efficiency as a function of the number of selected tracks, $n_{\text{BS}}$. (c) The track reconstruction efficiency as a function of the pseudorapidity, $\eta$. (d) The track reconstruction efficiency as a function of the transverse momentum, $p_T$. The shaded areas represent the sum of systematic and statistical errors.

The result is shown in Figure 3(b) as a function of $n_{\text{BS}}$ for events in the most inclusive phase space with $p_T > 100$ MeV. The efficiency was measured to be approximately 89% for $n_{\text{BS}} = 2$, rapidly rising to 100% at higher track multiplicities. For the $p_T > 500$ MeV phase space, the result is given in Figure 13(a) in Appendix D. For events with $n_{\text{BS}} = 2$ in the $p_T > 100$ MeV phase space, the efficiency was parameterised as a function of the minimum difference in longitudinal impact parameter ($\Delta z_{\text{min}}$) of track pairs, as well as the minimum transverse momentum ($p_T^{\text{min}}$) of selected tracks in the event. For events with $n_{\text{BS}} = 1$ in the $p_T > 500$ MeV phase space, the efficiency was parameterised as a function of $p_T^{\text{min}}$. 

![Graphs showing efficiency as a function of $p_T$](image)
η of the single track.

The systematic uncertainty was estimated from adding in quadrature the difference between the nominal vertex reconstruction efficiency, measured with beam-induced background removal, and either (1) the vertex reconstruction efficiency measured without beam-induced background removal, or (2) the vertex reconstruction efficiency with a modified impact parameter constraint. The total uncertainty is below 3 % for $n_{\text{sel}}^{\text{BS}} = 2$ in the most inclusive phase space, rapidly decreasing at higher track multiplicities. This uncertainty is small compared to those from other sources, except at very low track multiplicities.

### 7.3. Track reconstruction efficiency

The primary track reconstruction efficiency, $\varepsilon_{\text{trk}}$, was determined from MC simulation and parameterised in two-dimensional bins of $p_T$ and $\eta$. This efficiency includes the efficiency of the track selection requirements (see Section 5). It is defined as the ratio:

$$\varepsilon_{\text{trk}}(p_T, \eta) = \frac{N_{\text{matched}}(p_T^{\text{gen}}, \eta^{\text{gen}})}{N_{\text{gen}}(p_T^{\text{gen}}, \eta^{\text{gen}})},$$

(1)

where $p_T^{\text{gen}}$ and $\eta^{\text{gen}}$ are properties of the generated particle, $N_{\text{matched}}(p_T^{\text{gen}}, \eta^{\text{gen}})$ is the number of reconstructed tracks matched to a generated primary charged particle in a $(p_T^{\text{gen}}, \eta^{\text{gen}})$ bin, and $N_{\text{gen}}(p_T^{\text{gen}}, \eta^{\text{gen}})$ is the number of generated primary charged particles in that bin. A track is considered matched to a generated particle if that particle has the smallest angular distance $\Delta R$ to the track, if $\Delta R < 0.15$, and if the particle trajectory is compatible with the position of at least one pixel hit of the associated track.

The resulting reconstruction efficiency as a function of $\eta$ integrated over $p_T$ is shown in Figure 3(c) for the most inclusive phase space, and in Figure 13(b) in Appendix D for the phase space given by $n_{\text{sel}} \geq 1$ and $p_T > 500$ MeV. The shape of the $\eta$ distribution is strongly affected by the amount of material traversed by charged particles, in particular the passive material in supporting structures between the Pixel and SCT detector. A larger amount of passive material is located at high $|\eta|$ and increases the probability of particles to undergo particle–matter interactions such as hadronic interactions, which reduces the track reconstruction efficiency. The approximately constant efficiency at $|\eta| \sim 2.1$ is due to the particles passing through an increasing number of layers in the ID end-cap. Figure 3(d) shows the efficiency as a function of $p_T$ integrated over $\eta$. The $p_T$ dependence is largely due to the requirement on the minimum number of silicon hits in the track reconstruction algorithms, which is less likely to be fulfilled by lower-$p_T$ tracks.

As the track reconstruction efficiency is determined from MC simulation, its systematic uncertainties result from model dependencies and from the uncertainty of the detector material description used in the simulation. Since the generated particle composition and the reconstructed track composition differs between MC tunes, a small model-dependence of the track reconstruction efficiency can be observed, leading to an additional systematic uncertainty due to the particle composition. The impact of the choice of physics models for hadronic interactions in Geant4 simulation is also taken into account.

The amount of material within the ID was constrained to within ±5 %, based on extensive studies of material interactions [39]. The systematic uncertainties on the track reconstruction efficiencies were obtained by comparing the predictions of simulations which assume the nominal ID material distribution with two special simulations in which the assumed material was varied. For one simulation, the amount of non-sensitive ID material was increased by 5 % in terms of radiation length $X_0$. In the other, the Pixel service
material was increased by 10% in $X_0$. These studies give rise to an average systematic uncertainty on the track reconstruction efficiency of 1.6–1.7% in the central region and up to 3.5% in the forward region, with larger uncertainties up to 8% for particles with very low transverse momenta of $p_T < 150$ MeV. This is the dominant contribution to the total systematic uncertainty in most regions of the measured distributions. The reduction of this uncertainty with respect to measurements at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV, due to our improved knowledge of the ID material distribution, is about 50% in the central region and rises to as much as 65% in the forward region.

Systematic uncertainties due to simulation of the efficiency of the requirements on the number of hits associated with a track, the impact parameter requirements, and the efficiency of the track-fit $\chi^2$ probability requirement were found by comparing each selection efficiency in data and MC simulation. The sum in quadrature of these uncertainties varies between 0.5% and 1.6% for all $\eta$ values and $p_T < 10$ GeV, and increases to as much as 8% for high-momentum tracks above $p_T > 30$ GeV in the most forward regions.

The systematic uncertainty due to different fractions of positively and negatively charged tracks in data and MC simulation was found to be negligible.

The total uncertainty of the track reconstruction efficiency, shown in Figures 3(c) and 3(d), was obtained by adding all effects in quadrature and is dominated by the uncertainty from the material description.

8. Correction procedure

In order to obtain inclusive particle-level distributions, all measured detector-level distributions were corrected by an event-by-event weight, and track distributions were additionally corrected by a track-by-track weight, to compensate for the ineffectiveness of the data selection and the reconstruction algorithms, as well as for contaminations due to various sources of background. Furthermore, a Bayesian unfolding procedure [40] was applied to compensate for migration and resolution effects in the observed multiplicity and transverse momentum distributions.

8.1. Event and track weights

All selected events were corrected with an event-by-event weight to compensate for the inefficiencies of the MBTS trigger selection and the vertex reconstruction algorithm. The total event weight $w_{ev}$ is parameterised as:

$$w_{ev}(n_{sel}^{BS}, x) = \frac{1}{\epsilon_{\text{trig}}(n_{sel}^{BS}) \cdot \epsilon_{\text{vtx}}(n_{sel}^{BS}, x)}.$$  

The parameter $x$ represents a combination of $p_T^{\text{min}}$ for all selected tracks, the minimum difference in longitudinal impact parameter ($\Delta z^{\text{min}}_0$) for track pairs, and $\eta$ of a single track (for events with only one selected track), as described in Section 7.2. In addition, the MC simulation events were weighted such that the vertex $z$-distribution agrees with that observed in data.

Furthermore, a track-by-track weight, $w_{trk}(p_T, \eta)$, was estimated for each selected track as a function of the transverse momentum and pseudorapidity assigned to the track, based on the track reconstruction
efficiency, $\epsilon_{\text{trk}}(p_T, \eta)$, the fraction of non-primary tracks, $f_{\text{nonp}}(p_T, \eta)$, the fraction of tracks associated with a strange baryon, $f_s(p_T, \eta)$, and the fraction of additional tracks corresponding to particles outside the kinematic range but migrating into the kinematic region due to resolution effects, $f_{\text{okr}}(p_T, \eta)$:

$$w_{\text{trk}}(p_T, \eta) = \frac{1 - f_{\text{nonp}}(p_T, \eta) - f_s(p_T, \eta) - f_{\text{okr}}(p_T, \eta)}{\epsilon_{\text{trk}}(p_T, \eta)}. \quad (3)$$

The quantities $\epsilon_{\text{trk}}(p_T, \eta)$, $f_s(p_T, \eta)$ and $f_{\text{okr}}(p_T, \eta)$ were evaluated using MC models. The quantification of the contamination due to non-primary tracks and strange baryons is described in Section 6.

8.2. Correction to $dN_{\text{ev}}/dn_{\text{ch}}$

Only the event-level corrections for the trigger and vertex inefficiencies were applied to the charged-particle multiplicity distribution. Thereafter, a Bayesian unfolding process was applied to correct the observed multiplicity $n_{\text{sel}}$ to the true number of primary charged particles $n_{\text{ch}}$. This is the same procedure as was applied in Ref. [18], using five iterations in the $p_T > 100$ MeV phase space, and four iterations for $p_T > 500$ MeV. After the unfolding, a correction was made to the resulting primary-charged-particle multiplicity distribution to account for events migrating out of the multiplicity range required by the phase space.

The corrected distribution $dN_{\text{ev}}/dn_{\text{ch}}$ was integrated over $n_{\text{ch}}$ to give the total number of events $N_{\text{ev}}$. The quantity $N_{\text{ev}}$ was then used to normalise the distributions $1/(2\pi p_T N_{\text{ev}}) \cdot d^2 N_{\text{ch}}/(d\eta \, dp_T)$ and $1/N_{\text{ev}} \cdot dN_{\text{ch}}/d\eta$, as well as the multiplicity distribution itself, $1/N_{\text{ev}} \cdot dN_{\text{ev}}/dn_{\text{ch}}$.

8.3. Correction to $1/(2\pi p_T N_{\text{ev}}) \cdot d^2 N_{\text{ch}}/(d\eta \, dp_T)$ and $1/N_{\text{ev}} \cdot dN_{\text{ch}}/d\eta$

Corrections were made for trigger requirements, vertex and track reconstruction inefficiencies, migration effects due to the resolution of reconstructed track parameters, and the influence of non-primary tracks. A Bayesian unfolding method, similar to that used to correct the $n_{\text{ch}}$ spectra, was then employed to give the $1/(2\pi p_T N_{\text{ev}}) \cdot d^2 N_{\text{ch}}/(d\eta \, dp_T)$ distribution, using four iterations in the $p_T > 100$ MeV phase space, and up to five iterations for $p_T > 500$ MeV. Fake high-$p_T$ tracks are already suppressed by the $\chi^2$ probability requirement in the track selection, and remaining fake tracks are also unfolded for by this procedure.

8.4. Correction to $\langle p_T \rangle$ versus $n_{\text{ch}}$

The $\langle p_T \rangle$ versus $n_{\text{ch}}$ distribution was evaluated in the following way. Corrections were made to two separate spectra: the distribution of the $\Sigma_i p_T(i)$ (where the summation is made over the transverse momentum of all selected tracks in all events within a certain range of track multiplicity) versus the number of selected tracks per event, and the distribution of the sum of all selected tracks in all events within a certain range of track multiplicity versus the number of selected tracks per event. The distributions were first corrected with the appropriate track weights, which was followed by Bayesian unfolding. Finally, the ratio of the two spectra was taken to obtain the corrected $\langle p_T \rangle$ versus $n_{\text{ch}}$ distribution.
9. Systematic uncertainties

In the analysis procedure, most of the individual sources of systematic uncertainty given below were applied separately as variations of the event or track weights, producing new distributions which were used to obtain alternative versions of the final corrected and unfolded results. Other sources were assessed by varying the input distributions (e.g. in $n_{\text{ch}}$ distributions, the multiplicity of each event was randomly varied with probabilities corresponding to the uncertainties on the track reconstruction efficiencies) or unfolding matrices (using statistical variations, or matrices obtained from different MC generators) which were used for the Bayesian unfolding procedure, thus producing the alternative results. In all these cases, the differences from the nominal distributions were taken as systematic uncertainties.

The following sources of systematic uncertainty in the corrected distributions were considered.

- Incomplete knowledge of the material distribution in the ID affects the measured spectra by between 1% and 8%. This source of systematic uncertainty is described in detail in Section 7.3. The total uncertainty due to the material distribution is typically less than 5% over all distributions other than at $p_T < 150$ MeV in the transverse momentum spectrum, at $n_{\text{ch}} \geq 120$ in the multiplicity spectrum of the $p_T > 100$ MeV phase space, and at $n_{\text{ch}} \geq 70$ in the multiplicity spectrum of the $p_T > 500$ MeV phase space. This is the dominant uncertainty on $1/N_{\text{ev}} \cdot dN_{\text{ch}}/d\eta$, and the leading or next-to-leading uncertainty in all other distributions.

- Different $p_T$ spectra in the MC models and data lead to differences of up to 2% in the average track reconstruction efficiency per $n_{\text{ch}}$ interval. For the final $dN_{\text{ev}}/dn_{\text{ch}}$ spectra in the most inclusive phase space, this effect becomes as large as 12% at the highest multiplicities.

- The relative uncertainty on the fraction of non-primary tracks is 15%, while the relative uncertainty on the fraction of reconstructed strange baryons is 50%, as described in Section 6. The total uncertainty of both sources in the corrected distributions is 3.5% or smaller and is not a dominant uncertainty in any region.

- Different particle types have different reconstruction efficiencies. For example, at $p_T \sim 1$ GeV the reconstruction efficiency of charged pions is $\sim 82\%$, whereas for kaons and protons it is $\sim 80\%$ and $\sim 75\%$, respectively. Although the MC generators give consistent efficiencies, the relative fractions of these generated particles vary between the models. For example, Pythia 8 A2 (Epos LHC) gives fractions of 77% (72%), 14% (18%) and 9% (10%) for generated pions, kaons and protons, respectively, at $p_T \sim 1$ GeV. Differences in particle composition therefore lead to an uncertainty on the overall track reconstruction efficiency, which varies between 0.2% and 1% for the corrected distributions. This is not a dominant uncertainty in any region.

- Systematic uncertainties on the overall track reconstruction efficiency that are associated with the choice of track–particle matching algorithms (0.4%) and the choice of physics models for MC simulation (0.3%) are also accounted for, and are not a dominant uncertainty in any region of the corrected distributions.

- To account for momentum resolution differences between data and MC simulation, which can arise, for example, via imperfect knowledge of the detector alignment, an uncertainty of 5% was assigned to tracks with $p_T < 150$ MeV. At higher values of $p_T$ a one-sided uncertainty of $-7\%$ for $10 < p_T < 30$ GeV and $-9\%$ for $p_T > 30$ GeV tracks was assigned, as in the previous work at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV [18], due to the steeply falling $p_T$ spectrum in combination with the lower momentum
resolution in data. This is combined with a one-sided uncertainty due to the estimated fraction of mis-measured high-$p_T$ tracks, which increases with transverse momentum to as much as $-16\%$ for $p_T > 30$ GeV tracks. The effect on the corrected distributions is typically negligible, except in the corrected $p_T$ spectra.

- Differences in the efficiencies of track quality criteria between data and MC simulation give rise to systematic uncertainties in the final spectra which are typically below $1\%$, except at transverse momenta above 10 GeV and at high multiplicities, reaching as much as $6\%$ and $5\%$, respectively. However, this remains a small uncertainty compared to those from other sources in the same regions.

- Event-level uncertainties on the trigger efficiency and vertex reconstruction efficiency give rise to systematic uncertainties of up to $3\%$ in the lowest multiplicity intervals of the $dN_{ev}/dn_{ch}$ spectra. However, even in these regions this uncertainty is dominated by other sources.

- For each presented distribution, closure tests were performed. A closure test applies the full nominal correction procedure to reconstructed MC simulation events and quantifies the degree to which the generated particle-level distribution is reproduced. The degree of non-closure is typically less than $1\%$ and/or below the level of statistical uncertainties. Larger non-closures were found for the lower end of the $p_T$ spectrum, $100 < p_T < 150$ MeV, where the non-closure is found to be $6\%$ due to momentum resolution effects, and in the low-multiplicity region of the average transverse momentum $\langle p_T \rangle$ as a function of $n_{ch}$, with up to $4\%$ non-closure in the $p_T > 100$ MeV phase space due to assumptions made in the unfolding procedure. All of these non-closures were taken into account as an additional source of systematic uncertainty.

- Uncertainties associated with the unfolding technique are estimated as the degree of non-closure following a modified correction procedure, i.e. obtained in corrected multiplicities after varying the input spectra and unfolding matrix. This is the dominant uncertainty on $1/(2\pi p_T N_{ev}) \cdot d^2N_{ch}/(d\eta dp_T)$ for transverse momentum values of $p_T > 10$ GeV, for which the uncertainty varies from 6 to 20\%, as well as over the entire range of $\langle p_T \rangle$ versus $n_{ch}$. It is also the largest uncertainty in the low and high multiplicity regions of $dN_{ev}/dn_{ch}$, for which it has values between $1\%$ and $12\%$.

All sources of systematic uncertainty are added in quadrature, thus yielding the total systematic uncertainties which are shown as shaded areas in the figures in the next section. The total systematic uncertainties in the two most inclusive phase spaces, at $p_T > 100$ MeV ($p_T > 500$ MeV), range from $1.8$ to $3.6\%$ ($1.3$ to $2.1\%$) in the final $1/N_{ev} \cdot dN_{ch}/d\eta$ distributions, from $1.6$ to $30\%$ in the final $1/(2\pi p_T N_{ev}) \cdot d^2N_{ch}/(d\eta dp_T)$ distributions, from $3$ to $21\%$ ($2$ to $16\%$) in the final $dN_{ev}/dn_{ch}$ spectra, and from $1.3$ to $4\%$ ($0.5$ to $2.2\%$) in the final $\langle p_T \rangle$ versus $n_{ch}$ distributions. The lowest uncertainties within these ranges are found at central pseudorapidity ($\eta = 0$), around medium transverse momentum values ($p_T \sim 1$ GeV), and around average multiplicity values of $n_{ch} \sim 20$.

### 10. Results

Distributions of primary-charged-particle pseudorapidity, $1/N_{ev} \cdot dN_{ch}/d\eta$, are given in Figures 4(a), 5(a), 6(a), 7(a) and 8(a) for all measured phase spaces. The distribution corresponding to the phase space $n_{ch} \geq 2$ and $p_T > 100$ MeV rises as $|\eta|$ increases, peaking at $|\eta| \sim 2$ before falling. For the phase space
Figure 4: Distributions of primary charged particles in events for which $n_{ch} \geq 2$, $p_T > 100$ MeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$ as a function of (a) pseudorapidity, $\eta$, (b) transverse momentum, $p_T$, (c) multiplicity, $n_{ch}$, and (d) average transverse momentum, $\langle p_T \rangle$, versus multiplicity. The data, represented by dots, are compared to various particle-level MC predictions, which are shown by curves. The shaded areas around the data points represent the total statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
Figure 5: Distributions of primary charged particles in events for which $n_{ch} \geq 1$, $p_T > 500$ MeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$ as a function of (a) pseudorapidity, $\eta$, (b) transverse momentum, $p_T$, (c) multiplicity, $n_{ch}$, and (d) average transverse momentum, $\langle p_T \rangle$, versus multiplicity. The data, represented by dots, are compared to various particle-level MC predictions, which are shown by curves. The shaded areas around the data points represent the total statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
$n_{\text{ch}} \geq 1$ and $p_T > 500$ MeV, the distribution is approximately constant for $|\eta| < 2$ and falls at higher $|\eta|$. A similar shape is seen for the phase spaces requiring a higher multiplicity ($n_{\text{ch}} \geq 6, 20, 50$) with the extent of the plateau becoming shorter as the multiplicity threshold is raised. A small apparent structure in the distributions of the central values of the data points occurs at values of $|\eta| \sim 1.7$. This is due to systematic effects in the track reconstruction efficiency which arises due to assumptions on the ID material composition, and is thus covered by the total systematic uncertainty (see Section 9).

The distribution corresponding to the phase space $n_{\text{ch}} \geq 2$ and $p_T > 100$ MeV is well described by Epos LHC and Pythia 8 Monash but is underestimated by Pythia 8 A2 and QgsJet-II.\textsuperscript{5} For the phase space $n_{\text{ch}} \geq 1$ and $p_T > 500$ MeV, Epos LHC overestimates the distribution at values of $|\eta| > 1.7$ and describes the data well for the rest of the pseudorapidity range. The data are overestimated by the QgsJet-II and Pythia 8 Monash calculations and underestimated by the Pythia 8 A2 prediction. All models overestimate the overall yield for the phase spaces $n_{\text{ch}} \geq 6, 20$ although Pythia 8 A2 describes the plateau in the central region well. For the largest multiplicity threshold ($n_{\text{ch}} \geq 50$) all of the models overestimate the data at $|\eta| > 1.7$ but provide a better description in the central region.

Figures 4(b), 5(b), 6(b), 7(b) and 8(b) show distributions of primary-charged-particle transverse mo-

\textsuperscript{5}The MC models used here were mostly tuned to data in the $p_T > 500$ MeV phase space (up to $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV) and can therefore not necessarily be expected to describe the distributions at $p_T > 100$ MeV as well as at $p_T > 500$ MeV.
momentum, $1/(2\pi p_T N_{ev}) \cdot d^2 N_{ch}/(d\eta dp_T)$, for various phase spaces. No model is fully consistent with the distributions, although above 1 GeV the PYTHIA 8 Monash predictions agree well with the data. This is also the only model which gives a fair description of the data corresponding to the highest multiplicity threshold with $n_{ch} \geq 50$ and $p_T > 500$ MeV, where all other models show large deviations as $p_T$ increases. The EPOS LHC predictions give the best description of the data corresponding to the phase space $n_{ch} \geq 2$ and $p_T > 100$ MeV, particularly at transverse momenta below 1 GeV, while the other models underestimate the data at the lowest $p_T$ values. EPOS LHC provides fair predictions for the phase spaces $n_{ch} \geq 1$, 6 and $p_T > 500$ MeV, but for the higher multiplicity thresholds ($n_{ch} \geq 20$ and 50) deviations from the data are seen at high transverse momenta. PYTHIA 8 A2 gives fair descriptions of the data below 6 GeV, yet shows deviations of up to 30% around $p_T \sim 10$ GeV. In all measured phase spaces, the QGSJET-II approach shows large disagreements with the data as $p_T$ increases.

In Figures 4(c) and 5(c) distributions of primary-charged-particle multiplicity, $1/N_{ev} \cdot dN_{ev}/dn_{ch}$, are shown for minimum transverse momentum thresholds of 100 MeV and 500 MeV, respectively. For the lower threshold, the distribution rises until values of $n_{ch} \sim 9$ before falling steeply. For the higher threshold the distribution peaks at $n_{ch} \sim 2$. None of the models are consistent with the data although the Eros LHC model provides a fair description. The two PYTHIA 8 calculations predict distribution peaks which are at higher $n_{ch}$ than those observed and underestimate the event yield at low and high
Figure 8: Distributions of primary charged particles in events for which \( n_{\text{ch}} \geq 50, p_T > 500 \text{ MeV}, |\eta| < 2.5 \) as a function of (a) pseudorapidity, \( \eta \), and (b) transverse momentum, \( p_T \). The data, represented by dots, are compared to various particle-level MC predictions, which are shown by curves. The shaded areas around the data points represent the total statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.

The distribution of the average transverse momentum of primary charged particles, \( \langle p_T \rangle \), versus the primary-charged-particle multiplicity, \( n_{\text{ch}} \), is given in Figures 4(d) and 5(d) for transverse momentum thresholds of 100 MeV and 500 MeV, respectively. The average \( p_T \) rises with multiplicity although the rise becomes progressively less steep as the multiplicity increases. This is expected due to colour coherence effects in dense parton environments, which are modelled by a colour reconnection mechanism in Pythia 8 or by the hydrodynamical evolution model used in Epos. It is assumed that numerous MPI dominate the high-multiplicity events, and that colour coherence effects thereby lead to fewer additional charged particles produced with every additional MPI, which share a higher average \( p_T \). The Epos LHC and Pythia 8 models provide a fair description of the data. The QgsJet-II model fails to predict the mean transverse momentum over the entire multiplicity range, as it does not simulate colour coherence effects and therefore shows very little dependence on the multiplicity.

The evolution of the primary-charged-particle multiplicity per unit pseudorapidity at \( \eta = 0 \) is shown in Figure 9. It is computed by averaging over \(|\eta| < 0.2\) in the \( 1/N_{\text{ev}} \cdot dN_{\text{ch}}/d\eta \) distribution. In order to make consistent comparisons with previous measurements, these figures are corrected to the earlier \( \tau > 30 \text{ ps} \) definition of stable particles (to include the fraction of short-lived particles which have been excluded.
Figure 9: The average primary-charged-particle multiplicity per unit of pseudorapidity at $\eta = 0$ as a function of the centre-of-mass energy. Results are shown for the phase spaces (a) ($p_T > 500$ MeV, $n_{ch} \geq 1$) and (b) ($p_T > 500$ MeV, $n_{ch} \geq 6$), and ($p_T > 100$ MeV, $n_{ch} \geq 2$). The data are compared to various particle-level MC predictions. The results at $\sqrt{s} = 8$ and 13 TeV are extrapolated to include strange baryons. The vertical error bars on the data represent the total uncertainty.

Table 1: Central primary-charged-particle density $1/N_{ev} \cdot dN_{ch}/d\eta$ at $\eta = 0$ for five different phase spaces. The results are given for the fiducial definition $\tau > 300$ ps, as well as for the previously used fiducial definition $\tau > 30$ ps using an extrapolation factor of $1.012 \pm 0.004$ (for $p_T > 100$ MeV) or $1.025 \pm 0.008$ (for $p_T > 500$ MeV), which accounts for the fraction of charged strange baryons predicted by Epos LHC simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase Space</th>
<th>$n_{ch}$</th>
<th>$p_T$</th>
<th>$\tau &gt; 300$ ps (fiducial)</th>
<th>$\tau &gt; 30$ ps (extrapolated)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100 MeV</td>
<td>5.64  ± 0.10</td>
<td>5.71  ± 0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>500 MeV</td>
<td>2.477 ± 0.031</td>
<td>2.54  ± 0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>500 MeV</td>
<td>3.68  ± 0.04</td>
<td>3.78  ± 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>500 MeV</td>
<td>6.50  ± 0.05</td>
<td>6.66  ± 0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>500 MeV</td>
<td>12.40 ± 0.15</td>
<td>12.71 ± 0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from this study), using a factor $1.012 \pm 0.004$ in the $p_T > 100$ MeV phase space and $1.025 \pm 0.008$ in the $p_T > 500$ MeV phase spaces, derived from predictions of the Epos LHC tune with uncertainties following comparisons of the predictions of different MC models. Results are shown for the phase spaces ($p_T > 500$ MeV, $n_{ch} \geq 1$), ($p_T > 500$ MeV, $n_{ch} \geq 6$), and ($p_T > 100$ MeV, $n_{ch} \geq 2$) along with available results from other ATLAS measurements at $\sqrt{s} = 0.9, 2.36, 7$ and 13 TeV [14, 18, 23]. It can be seen that the total uncertainty in the measurement at $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV is about 30–40 % less than for the study with 7 TeV data [18]. This was achieved due to our improved knowledge of the ID material distribution [39], which reduced the dominant source of systematic uncertainty by more than 50 % with respect to the previous 7 TeV measurement. Predictions of various QCD-based models are also shown.
The best description of the data is given by EposLHC. The predictions of the Pythia 8 tunes provide a fair description of the shape of the multiplicity dependence with centre-of-mass energy. As in the case of the other presented distributions, calculations of QgsJet-II give the worst description.

A full summary of central primary-charged-particle densities at $\eta = 0$ in all measured phase spaces is given in Table 1, showing results obtained with the new as well as the previous fiducial definition.

11. Conclusion

Measurements were made of distributions of primary charged particles produced in minimum-bias $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV with the ATLAS detector at the LHC. The results are based on a dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 160 $\mu$b$^{-1}$. Distributions of primary-charged-particle multiplicities as well as pseudorapidity and transverse momentum spectra are shown. With the fiducial definition of primary charged particles that was used in this study ($\tau > 300$ ps), the central primary-charged-particle multiplicity at $\eta = 0$ per event and unit of pseudorapidity was measured to be $5.64 \pm 0.10$ in events containing $n_{ch} \geq 2$ primary charged particles with transverse momentum $p_T > 100$ MeV, and $2.477 \pm 0.031$ in events with $n_{ch} \geq 1$ and $p_T > 500$ MeV. Using an extrapolation factor for short-lived charged particles with a lifetime between $30 < \tau < 300$ ps, the central primary-charged-particle multiplicity was measured to be $5.71 \pm 0.11$ and $2.54 \pm 0.04$, respectively. The precision of these results is 30–40% better than for the previous highest precision ATLAS measurements at 0.9 and 7 TeV. Compared with earlier studies, this paper also presents ATLAS measurements of final states at high multiplicities of $n_{ch} \geq 20$ and $n_{ch} \geq 50$. Predictions of various Monte Carlo models were compared with the data, and it was found that the best description is given by the Epos LHC tune, followed by the Pythia 8 A2 and Monash tunes. The measurements presented here are expected to provide valuable constraints for the tuning and further understanding of soft QCD physics models.
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Appendix

A. Average number of measurements per track

The distributions of the average number of hits per reconstructed track in data and MC simulation are shown in Figure 10 for several detector components, using events selected by the ($n_{\text{sel}} \geq 2$, $p_T > 100$ MeV) requirement. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity of the reconstructed tracks. The MC simulation distributions, made with PYTHIA 8 using the A2 tune, have been reweighted to match the reconstructed $p_T$ spectrum in data.

The level of agreement between data and MC simulation is found to be within $\pm 1\%$ for the average number of measurements per track in the innermost layer of the Pixel detector (Figure 10(a)), and remains within $\pm 0.6\%$ for the average number of measurements per track in the whole Pixel detector (Figure 10(b)) as well as the SCT (Figure 10(c)). For the SCT, the sum of average measurements per track and inactive modules per track is shown. This is done in order to account for a mis-modelling of inactive modules in the MC simulation, which was shown to have negligible impact on other results presented in this paper.
Figure 10: Data and MC simulation distributions of the average number of hits per reconstructed track as a function of pseudorapidity, $\eta$, in (a) the innermost layer of the Pixel detector, (b) the whole Pixel detector, and (c) the SCT detector (adding the average number of hits and inactive modules per track). The MC simulation distributions, made with Pythia 8 using the A2 tune, have been reweighted to match the reconstructed $p_T$ spectrum in data.
B. Distributions of impact parameters

The normalised distributions of transverse and longitudinal impact parameters of reconstructed tracks in data and MC simulation with respect to the reconstructed primary vertex, using events selected by the \( n_{\text{sel}} \geq 2, p_T > 100 \text{ MeV} \) requirement, are shown in Figure 11. The fractions of tracks originating from primary and secondary particles in the MC simulation (made with \textsc{Pythia} 8 using the A2 tune), which have been reweighted to match the reconstructed \( p_T \) spectrum as well as the fractions of reconstructed non-primary tracks in data, are also shown.

The level of agreement between data and MC simulation is found to be within \( \pm 1.5 \% \) in the signal region of selected tracks used in the analysis, where the impact parameters are within \( \pm 1.5 \) mm of the reconstructed primary vertex. In the tail regions, the level of agreement remains within \( \pm 4 \% \) for the transverse impact parameter and within \( \pm 9 \% \) for the longitudinal impact parameter.

![Figure 11: Normalised distributions of the (a) transverse and (b) longitudinal impact parameters of reconstructed tracks in data and MC simulation with respect to the reconstructed primary vertex, using events selected by the \( (n_{\text{sel}} \geq 2, p_T > 100 \text{ MeV}) \) requirement. The MC simulation distributions, made with \textsc{Pythia} 8 using the A2 tune, have been reweighted to match the reconstructed \( p_T \) spectrum as well as the fractions of reconstructed non-primary tracks in data.](image-url)
C. Additional trigger efficiency plots

The efficiency of the trigger requirement in which the signal in at least one of the MBTS modules was above threshold is presented in Figure 12(b) for the phase space with $n_{ch} \geq 1$ and $p_T > 500$ MeV. The efficiency of the trigger requirement in which the signal in at least two of the MBTS modules was above threshold is presented in Figure 12(a) for the phase space with $n_{ch} \geq 2$ and $p_T > 100$ MeV, and in Figure 12(c) for the phase space with $n_{ch} \geq 1$ and $p_T > 500$ MeV. All results are shown as a function of the number of selected tracks per event, $n_{BS}^{sel}$. In the phase space with the higher transverse momentum threshold, the trigger efficiency is higher and rises more quickly to 100% for both trigger requirements.

![Figure 12(a)](image1)

![Figure 12(b)](image2)

![Figure 12(c)](image3)

Figure 12: MBTS trigger efficiencies for 8 TeV data in the two most inclusive measured phase spaces: (a) L1_MBTS_2 trigger efficiency as a function of the number of selected tracks $n_{BS}^{sel}$ in the phase space with $n_{BS}^{sel} \geq 2$ and $p_T > 100$ MeV. (b) L1_MBTS_1 trigger efficiency as a function of the number of selected tracks $n_{BS}^{sel}$ in the phase space with $n_{BS}^{sel} \geq 1$ and $p_T > 500$ MeV. (c) L1_MBTS_2 trigger efficiency as a function of the number of selected tracks $n_{BS}^{sel}$ in the phase space with $n_{BS}^{sel} \geq 1$ and $p_T > 500$ MeV. L1_MBTS_1 and L1_MBTS_2 are the requirements that in at least one or two modules of the minimum-bias trigger scintillators a signal above threshold was registered, respectively. The shaded areas represent the sum of systematic and statistical errors.
D. Additional vertex and track reconstruction efficiency plots

The vertex reconstruction efficiency for events selected in the phase space with the higher transverse momentum threshold, $p_T > 500$ MeV, is presented in Figure 13(a) as a function of the number of selected tracks per event, $n_{BS}^{sel}$. The systematic uncertainties are found to be small in comparison with those in the most inclusive phase space.

The track reconstruction efficiency for tracks from events selected by the $n_{sel} \geq 1$ and $p_T > 500$ MeV requirement, which was determined from MC simulation using the PYTHIA 8 A2 tune, is presented in Figure 13(b) as a function of the pseudorapidity.

![Figure 13(a)](image1.png)  
![Figure 13(b)](image2.png)

Figure 13: Selection efficiencies for 8 TeV data in the $p_T > 500$ MeV phase space: (a) The vertex reconstruction efficiency as a function of the number of selected tracks, $n_{BS}^{sel}$. (b) The track reconstruction efficiency as a function of the pseudorapidity, $\eta$. The shaded areas represent the sum of systematic and statistical errors.
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